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"A good book! It's a nice overview of wiki editing and administration, with pointers to handy extensions and further online documentation." -Brion Vibber, Chief Technical Officer, Wikimedia Foundation "This book is filled with practical knowledge based on experience. It's not just spouting some party line." -Rob Church, a developer of MediaWiki MediaWiki is the world's most popular wiki platform, the software that runs Wikipedia and thousands of other websites. Though it appears simple to use at first glance, MediaWiki has extraordinarily powerful and deep capabilities for managing and organizing knowledge. In corporate environments, MediaWiki can transform the way teams write and collaborate. This comprehensive book covers MediaWiki's rich (and sometimes subtle) features, helping you become a wiki expert in no time. You'll learn how to: Find your way around by effective searching and browsing Create and edit articles, categories, and user preferences Use advanced features for authors, such as templates, dynamic lists, logical parser functions, and RSS, to organize and maintain large numbers of articles Install and run your own wiki, and configure its look and behavior Develop custom wiki features, called extensions, with the PHP programming language and MySQL database
This book also provides special guidance for creating successful corporate wikis. For beginners who want to create or work on collaborative, community-driven websites with this platform, MediaWiki is the essential one-stop guide. "I was a MediaWiki newbie before reading this book. Now, many aspects of the platform that were murky before are crystal clear." -JP Vossen, author of O'Reilly's Bash Cookbook     
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Passive Methods as a Solution for Improving Indoor Environments (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2011

	There are many aspects to consider when evaluating or improving an indoor environment; thermal comfort, energy saving, preservation of materials, hygiene and health are all key aspects which can be improved by passive methods of environmental control. Passive Methods as a Solution for Improving Indoor Environments endeavours to fill...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation and Management (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2004

	This book places a strong emphasis on good design practice, allowing readers to master design methodology in an accessible, step-by-step fashion. In this book, database design methodology is explicitly divided into three phases: conceptual, logical, and physical. Each phase is described in a separate chapter with an example of the methodology...
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Eclipse 4 Plug-in Development by Example: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	This is a truly hands-on book for developing Eclipse plug-ins. A whole series of "Time for Action" sections gets you involved in practical examples that teach you everything from the very basics to more advanced activities.


	Overview

	
		Create plug-ins to extend the Eclipse runtime covering Eclipse...
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Learning Vaadin 7, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	As one of the best web frameworks based on Java, Vaadin is well worth getting familiar with. This tutorial helps you build stunning dynamic web applications that will add new sophistication to your Java capabilities.


	Overview

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on...
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Maple and Mathematica: A Problem Solving Approach for MathematicsSpringer, 2009

	In the history of mathematics there are many situations in which calculations

	were performed incorrectly for important practical applications.

	Let us look at some examples, the history of computing the number π

	began in Egypt and Babylon about 2000 years BC, since then many

	mathematicians have calculated π (e.g.,...
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Professional Unified Communications Development with Microsoft Lync Server 2010Wrox Press, 2011

	RATHER THAN SIMPLY REPLACING PHONES and instant messages, Microsoft Lync, Microsoft ’ s
	Unifi ed Communications platform, makes communicating in completely new ways possible. Lync
	users can see whether a contact is available and where he or she is located before reaching out.
	After a user has decided to contact someone, he can...
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